Shared physical workspaces allow people to maintain upto-the minute knowledge about others' interaction with the workspace. This knowledge is workspace awareness, part of the glue that allows groups to collaborate effectively. In this paper, we present the concept of workspace awareness as a key for groupware systems that wish to support the fluid interaction evident in face-to-face collaboration.
INTRODUCTION

Shared physical
workspaces (such as a chalkboard, a control panel, or a tabletop) and the artifacts in them act as stage and props for rich person-to-person interaction (e.g.
[1]). The affordances of physical workspaces allow people to maintain awareness of others' locations, activities, and intentions relative to the task and to the space-awareness that enables them to work together more effectively. We call this workspace awareness:
the collection of up-to-the minute knowledge a person uses to capture another's interaction with the workspace. Designers can use the framework to analyze existing faceto-face situations. As a simple example, a group activity like a jigsaw puzzle may require that people stay aware of where in the puzzle others are working, but not the particular objects that they are manipulating. In addition to considering which elements are more or less important in a particular situation, there are several ways that a designer can assess how elements are used. For example: The framework also considers how people gather information to maintain workspace awareness. However, determining precise mechanisms in face-to-face situations is difficult, since they can be subtle, hard to observe (sound cues, for example), or buried within layers of inference. Instead, we have determined a general set of informationgathering mechanisms that have been discussed in previous We currently use the framework to inform the design of awareness widgets for a groupware toolkit. In future, we plan to expand and validate the framework thrc~ugh additional studies of face to face groups, to continue building awareness widgets for particukir situations, and to investigate other issues raised in applying the framework to groupware.
Real
